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ChemAlert

High-impact decisions demand unparalleled accuracy.

High-impact decisions demand unparalleled accuracy. Discover ChemAlert, chemical management software for companies with exacting standards.

Discover ChemAlert, chemical management software for companies with exacting standards.
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When it comes to the chemicals we use, we’re rarely given all the information. The impact of chemicals on environmental and human health isn’t well understood.




4%

Only 4% of the world’s commercially available chemicals have been toxicologically tested.
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40%

It’s estimated that 40% of manufacturer  supplied SDSs are non-compliant with 17% incorrectly classified.

Reference
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We’re making high-consequence decisions without all the facts. This knowledge gap is putting our companies, people and planet at risk.




Get The Full Picture With ChemAlert
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Give your team access to the information they need to make safer choices, everyday. With its easy to use interface, strict information quality standards and exceptional support, ChemAlert helps you protect what matters most.


FOR COMPANIES WHO 
DEMAND EXCELLENCE
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Chemical Search

Quickly find the information you need by searching our database. With extensive filtering options, it’s easy to look for chemicals and chemical substitutes that fit your criteria.
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Stock Inventory

Simplify the way you manage your chemical inventory. ChemAlert allows you to automatically create compliant stock registers, generate reports of hazardous or dangerous chemicals, track inventory and quickly identify storage incompatibilities and banned products.
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Risk Assessments

We make risk assessments fast and simple, allowing you to customise your risk matrix to suit your business, pre-fill chemical hazard data and quickly identify tasks or chemicals with the highest exposure.
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Hazard Labels

Easily find and print the latest GHS compliant labels in one click, or create your own customised labels.
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Regions and Languages

Use the manufacturer SDSs for your region and work in your preferred language.
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Intuitive Design

ChemAlert’s streamlined, user friendly interface makes it fast and easy for both seasoned and occasional users to navigate.















Our Difference



Safer choices start with accurate data.

2 in every 5 manufacturer SDSs contain inaccuracies. Our in-house scientists detect and correct these inaccuracies, so you always have the facts.
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Chemical 170501

Classification

Low Level Toxicity


Last Updated

Nov 17, 2021






Manufacturer SDS
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Chemical 170501

Classification

Chronic Health Hazard


Last Updated

3 Weeks Ago






ChemAlert SDS Report

















Key Benefits
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Manage Compliance and Reputational Risks

Transparent reporting on products within your supply chain that contain Chemicals of High Concern (CoHC).
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Footprint Management

Measure your current chemical footprint, set targets for reduction and view suggested safer alternatives.
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Research Reports

Access our scientists’ up-to-date independent reviews of every SDS inside our chemical library. ChemAlert Research Reports are available to download as a summary, extended summary and full report.
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Product Alerts

Get notified of any discrepancies or issues between the manufacturer SDS and the ChemAlert Research Report, directly from our scientific team.
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SDS Management

A ChemAlert subscription license gives you instant access to a centralized library of over 400,000 of the most up-to-date original manufacturer Safety Data Sheets (SDSs).
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Colour Ratings System

A fast, visual indication of the hazard level a chemical represents for normal use. We use an easily understood colour system of green (low level hazard), amber (moderate level hazard) and red (high level hazard).














Expert Support



Expert support for 
informed decisions

Your ChemAlert subscription includes unlimited scientific and technical support from our in-house scientists, software engineers, mathematicians, analysts, and IT professionals. From chemical management to compliance, our experts are ready to answer your questions.

Our People
→
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Dean Apostolou
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Vince Pacecca
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Greg Mlodawski
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Gail Martinovich
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Julianne Griffin
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Milan Raicevic
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Shien Lim
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Tony Ronaldson
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Lynsey Ebbage
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Lisa Achari
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Wendy Saw-Martin
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Max Roderick-Smith
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Samuel Dragicevich
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Twinkle Chokshi
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Darren Ng
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Paul Walker
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Jandre Jordaan
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Glenn Mlodawski
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Tooba Hasan
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Cassidy Gangell
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Filipe Lagrenade
















Simplify the way you work.

Access ChemAlert where and when you need it with our app, available on iOS and Android devices. Our app includes features like barcode scanning ensuring you can easily keep track of your inventory on the go.  
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How it Works

1. Book a Demo











Request a demonstration to see first hand how ChemAlert can work for your company.





2. Migrate Your Data











Our team will handle the migration of any pre-existing data and guide you to customise your solution to suit your preferences.





3. Empower Your Team











Attend complimentary introductory training and use the direct access to our Science and Technical Support teams to help you make the most of ChemAlert.
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Discover ChemAlert’s robust features for yourself and see why it’s trusted by leading companies worldwide.







Book a Demo
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© 2023. Protect What Matters Most


Terms
Privacy
Security
Scheduled Maintenance
Pay an Invoice



































